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1. Introduction 
ABSTRACT 
A model for thermally induced phase transitions in materials with thermal memory was recently 
proposed, where the equations determining heatflow were assumed to be the same in both phases. In this 
work, the model is generalized to the case of phase dependent heatflow relations. The temperature (or 
coldness) gradient is decomposed into two parts, each zero on one phase and equal to the temperature (or 
coldness) gradient on the other. However, they vary smoothly over the transition zone. These are treated 
as separate independent quantities in the derivation of field equations from thermodynamics. Heat flux 
is given by an integral over the history of the temperature gradient, with different kernels on each phase. 
Asymptotic analysis is carried out to obtain generalizations of previous results. These involve the jump 
in temperature across the transition zone and the normal derivatives of the temperature on each phase 
boundary, which are related to the velocity of the transition zone and a latent heat dependent on this 
velocity, as well as the speeds of thermal disturbances in the two phases. 
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
A model for thermally induced phase transitions in materials with thermal memory was proposed in [1], where the equations 
determining heat flux were assumed to be the same in both phases. In this work, the model is generalized to the case of phase dependent 
heat flux relations. 
As in [ 1], the starting point is a general thermodynamic theory of materials with memory. The detailed derivation of the field equations 
from thermodynamic arguments, applied to a free energy with a quadratic memory dependent term, is omitted, since this derivation is 
a minor generalization of that outlined in [ 1]. The independent field variables are the phase field and its gradient, the temperature and 
the temperature (or coldness) gradient This last quantity is decomposed into two independent fields, each equal to the temperature or 
coldness gradient over one phase and zero over the other. The heat flux is given by the sum of contributions involving the history of the 
temperature gradient with different kernels for each phase. 
A short memory limit applied to the order parameter yields relations akin to general results in [2,3] but with phase-dependent thermal 
memory. The taking of this limit is described in [ 1] and will be omitted in the present work. 
The main motivation for the work reported in [4] is to establish a theory with finite speed of propagation of thermal disturbances. 
Though the Fourier theory very successfully describes heat movement in conducting bodies, the infinite speed of propagation must be 
regarded as unphysical 
Thus, the viewpoint adopted in [1] and the present work is that the "correct" theory is the one with thermal memory, and the theory 
based on the Fourier relation is a usually very accurate approximation. 
We are considering in this work first order phase transitions (non-zero latent heat) involving solidification (or liquefaction) where 
different thermal memories are ascribed to the two phases. 
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An asymptotic analysis is carried out, both for a simplified model, where the velocity of the transition zone is constant and steady-state 
conditions have been established, and for the general case. The integra-partial differential equation describing the behaviour of the bulk 
materials is also discussed. 
The results obtained for when the speed of thermal disturbance propagation in each phase is much greater than the normal transition 
zone speed (in effect, the Fourier limit) show that the temperature field is continuous across the transition zone and the temperature 
gradients on the phase boundaries obey the Stefan condition. 
For transition zone speeds comparable with thermal disturbance speeds, the theory makes some interesting predictions. There is a 
finite, velocity-dependent discontinuity in the temperature and the temperature gradient fields on the phase boundaries are related to 
this discontinuity. Also, the ratio of the latent heat to the specific heat must approach zero as the normal transition zone speed approaches 
the speeds of thermal disturbances. 
On the matter of notation, vectors and tensors are denoted by lowercase and uppercase boldface characters respectively and scalars by 
ordinary script. The real line is denoted by :R. and the non-negative reals by :R.+ . The set of tensors acting on 9?. 3 is denoted by Lin(:R.3 ). 
2. General relations 
We consider a body consisting of two phases, the more viscous phase being referred to as solid and the other as liquid. These are labeled 
by an order parameter rp which takes values 0 at points occupied by the liquid and 1 at points occupied by the solid. It is assumed that 
there is a transition zone of finite thickness where rp takes values in (0, 1). Let the body under consideration occupy a volume 93 C 9?. 3• 
The local absolute temperature at position x E 93 and timet is 6(x, t) E :R.+. The heat flux vector is q(x, t) E 9?. 3• We introduce a 
variable K(x, t) which is the coldness, given by 1/6 > 0, and define g , dE 9?.3 as 
g=V6, 
1 
d=VK=--g 62 
where V is the gradient with respect to x. 
(2.1) 
In the formulation of thermodynamics presented in [ 1], the natural variables are K and d, which is why they are introduced here. 
However, we switch to 6 and g below. 
The dependence of field quantities on the space variable x will often be omitted. 
The development of the field equations from thermodynamics is identical to that described in [ 1], except for a generalization which 
will now be discussed. 
Consider a function h(¢) with the properties 
h(1) = 1, h(O) = 0. 
Also, it is assumed to be invertible on the interval (0, 1), so that 
h'(rp) > 0 
on this interval. One example of such a function is h(t/>) = tf>", n > 0. We define 
d, = (1- h)d, ds = hd 
so that d1 is equal to don the liquid phase and zero on the solid phase. The reverse is true fords. We have 
d = dt + ds 
everywhere, including the transition zone. It will be convenient later to use the notation 
hs = h, h, = 1 - h, giving hs + h, = 1. 
Let 
11(t) = 1r d1(u)du , 
so that 
ls(t) = L ds(u)du , 
i1(t) = d1(u) , is(t) = ds(U). 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
These two field variables replace the variable I in [ 1] which is thermodynamically conjugate to the heat flux q. Here, we introduce q1, q,, 
thermodynamic conjugates of Is. 11• The theory can be developed as in [ 1] with q · i = q · d replaced by q, · is + q1 · i1 = q, · ds + q1 • d1• 
Thus, there is one more independent and dependent field variable in the theory. 
The effect of the splitting of q, d into q,, q1, ds. d1 is that the relation for q in terms of the history of dis generalized to 
q1(t) = [)Q K11 (s)d~ (s)ds + L)Q K15 (s)d;(s)ds 
q,m=1oo~oo~oo~+100 ~oo(oo~ (2.9) 
Kn , Kts, Kst, Kss : :R.+ t-+ Lin(:R.3), 
d~(s) = d1(t- s) , d;(s) = ds(t- s) . 
The non-diagonal kernels K15 , Ks1 arise from the fact that we allow interactive terms in the free energy between Is and 1, . 
Please cite this article in press as: j.M. Golden, Phase transitions in materials with thermal memory: The case of unequal conductivities, Physica D (2008), 
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Since we must have 'Is · d5 + q1 • d1 = q · d to give the correct form of the first and second laws, it follows that 
ql ='Is= q, 
everywhere. Thus 
Kss(U) = Kls(U) = Ks(U) , S E :R+ . 
In terms of the quantities K1 and K5 , we have everywhere 
q(x, t) = [ XJ K1(s)d: (x, s)ds + [ XJ K5 (s)d~(x , s)ds 
3 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
where the dependence on x has been explicitly included. Let us assume that the transition zone is moving into the liquid phase 
(solidification). If xis in the solid phase at time t , the hereditary integrals trace the history of this material point into the transition zone 
and the liquid phase from the solid phase. If x is in the liquid phase at time t then the hereditary integral contains d1 evaluated at past 
times where x was deeper within this phase.lfx is in the transition zone at timet then the hereditary integrals contain d1. ds at past times 
within the transition zone and d1 in the liquid phase. 
As noted earlier, it is convenient, when considering the final field equations, to switch to the temperature e and g5 , g1, given by (2.4) 
with g replacing d. We introduce the quantity 
e -eM 
U=---
eM (2.13) 
which is assumed to be small. The parameter eM is the transition temperature. 
We assume that heat conduction is isotropic so the conductivity tensors K1 = K11, K5 = K5 I where I is the unit tensor in Lin(~3 ). Also, 
referring to (2.1 ), we write 
The memory terms in (2.12) are approximated by 
100 - t - 0 k;(s)g; (s)ds, - K;(s) k(s) =-' e~ , i = l , s, 
where the neglected terms have factors of O(u). 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
We introduce a double-well potential vf(rp) where vis a constant known as the height of the potential andf is a non-negative function 
with the property that 
f(O) =/(1) = 0. (2.16) 
We also introduce a functiong obeying 
g(1) - g(O) = 1. (2.17) 
The functions f and g are sometimes chosen to be 
g(rp) = rp2 (3- 2rp) . (2.18) 
This choice off is the simplest form of a double-well potential with minima at rp = 0 and rp = 1. It obeys (2.16). The choice of g obeys 
(2.17 ). It will not be necessary to assign specific forms to these functions. 
The casting of the final field equations in dimensionless form is discussed in [ 1 ]. These become in the current context.1 
CXE 2cp = E2 £1rp- f'(rp)- U{JEg' (rp) 
it= yg(rp) + V · (k1 o hfVut) + V · (ks o h~Vut) , 
k1 o h:vut = ["" k1(s)hf(s)Vut(s)ds = jt k1(t- s)Ms)Vu(s)ds k -oo 
and similarly forks o h~Vut, where E2 « 1 and a of 0(1) are dimensionless parameters. Also 
A {JE = -, 
v 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
where A is the latent heat and c the specific heat, which is assumed to be constant. The quantity A is defined in [ 1] as the difference 
between the internal energy in the liquid phase at the transition temperature, adjacent to the transition zone and that in the solid phase. 
The functions k1, ks are the dimensionless versions of k1, k5 , given by (2.15 h [ 1 ]. 
1 Note thatf'(<p) + uf3Eg'(<p) in (2.19) vanishes at <p = 0, 1. Therefore, these are stationary points of the free energy introduced in [1], where space and time dependence 
of <pare neglected. In fact, using (2.18), one can show that for u > -1 / (6/3€) the stationary point <p = 0, corresponding to the liquid phase, is a minimum while, for 
u < 1/ (6/3€) the point <p = 1 is a minimum [5]. Thus, the liquid phase can exist for u < 0 and the solid phase for u > 0. 
Please cite this article in press as: j.M. Golden. Phase transitions in materials with thermal memory: The case of unequal conductivities. Physica D (2008), 
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The heat flux (2.12), for the approximation (2.15), is given in dimensionless form by 
q(t) = -[)() k1 (s)h~(s)Vur(s)ds -[x:' k5 (s)h~(s)Vur(s)ds. 
The speeds of heat disturbance propagation are given in dimensionless form by [ 1]. 
Vs = .jk;(O). 
There would seem to be a physical argument for assuming that V5 > V1• However, we will leave this issue open in what follows. 
The Fourier limit will be of interest later. This is obtained by putting 
where K1, Ks are the material conductivities in the liquid and solid phases respectively, giving 
k;(O) = V;2 = K;J-L, 
and taking the large J-L limit. 
The transition zone Z is defined as 
Z = {x: rp(x, t , E) E (0, 1)}. 
Consider the surfaces 
Ep(t, E) = {x: rp(X, t, E)= p) , p E (0, 1) . 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
The limits p --+ o+, r yield the borders of the transition zone Z. We also choose a surface E(t) within Z as a reference interface. The 
exact choice of this surface is not crucial to later arguments. It will be defined by (2.26) with p = t and rp(x, t , E) = rp(x, t, 0) = rp0 (x, t). 
To avoid proliferation of notation, we shall denote h;(rp(x, t)), i = I, s with different arguments as convenient in a given context, 
keeping the same functional label. Examples include h;(s) where the time variables indicates the total time dependence of h;, omitting 
space dependence. Also, we may indicate space (or space and time) dependence but omit rp . Similar licence will be taken with the 
temperature variable u- though of course in this case, there is no (necessary) intermediate functional dependence on rp . 
3. Steady-state case 
Let us first consider a simplified model ([ 6] for example) where the transition zone is moving at constant dimensionless velocity. 
- v = -cv., Vy, Vz) , v. > o (3.1) 
and steady-state conditions have been established. The solid, for which rp = 1, is on the positive side and the liquid, for which rp = 0, is 
on the negative side. Thus 
rp(x, t) = rp(x + Vxt , y + Vyt, z + Vzt), u(x, t) = u(x + Vxt , y + Vyt, z + Vzt) . 
We write (2.19) in a frame moving with the transition zone: 
ctE 2V · Vrp = E2 Llrp- J'(rp)- u{JEg1(rp) 
V · Vu = yV · Vg(rp) + V ·100 k1(s)h,(x- Vs)Vu(x- Vs)ds + V ·1 00 k5 (s)h5 (x- Vs)Vu(x- Vs)ds, 
where 
r/J = r/J(x) , h; = h;(X) = h;(rp(x)) , i =I, s, u = u(x) , 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
in terms of the quantities on the right of (3.2) 1,2• Let us assume that the reference interface, which, in the present section, we refer to as 
-8, rather than E(t), goes through the origin. We choose the coordinate axis so that, at the origin, the x direction is normal to -8 and the yz 
plane is tangential to this surface. 
Near the origin, -8 can be approximated by a paraboloid described by the equation 
y2 z2 
x----=0 
2Ry 2Rz 
(3.5) 
where Ry. Rz are the radii of curvature at the origin in the xy, xz planes respectively, once they and z-axes have been chosen to be the 
principal directions of the paraboloid. ForRy. Rz positive, -8 curves into the positive x halfspace. 
Along a line through x, parallel and close to the x-axis, let the transition zone Z occupy the interval 
x_(y, z) ~ x' ~ x+(y, z), x_ < 0, x+ > 0 
y2 z2 
X±(y, z) = X±(O, 0)- 2Ry - 2Rz . 
(3.6) 
The transition zone Z near the origin can be visualized as a set of almost parallel surfaces of the form ( 3.5) but with a constant x0 , rather 
than zero on the right, where 
(3.7) 
Please cite this article in press as : j.M. Golden, Phase transitions in materials with thermal memory: The case of unequal conductivities. Physica D (2008 ), 
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On each surface, 4> has a constant value. The surface 4> = f0 , wheref0 is a constant, through x0 can be written as 
( y2 
2 2 ) rp(x,y, z) = rp(x0 , 0, 0) = rp x--- - , 0, 0 2Ry 2R, 
::::::: rp(x, 0, 0) - rpx(X, 0, 0) (L + ~) 
2Ry 2R, 
(3.8) 
in the vicinity of the origin. This form applies to all choices ofx0 so we take 
( 
y 2 2 2 ) 
rp(x, y, z) = rp(x, 0, 0) - rpx(X, 0, 0) - + -
2Ry 2R, 
(3.9) 
as the approximate form of rp in the vicinity of the origin for x E Z, though noting the issue that rpx is large across the transition zone. Here 
and below, coordinate variables as subscripts denote differentiation with respect to that variable, except where indicated otherwise.2 A 
surface of constant 4> will closely parallel that for constant u, since the phase transition is temperature driven. This will be exactly true to 
lowest order; see (3.53). Applying the arguments in (3.8) gives a form similar to (3.9): 
( 
y2 2 2 ) 
u(x,y, z) = u(x, 0, 0)- ux(x , 0, 0) - +- . 
2Ry 2R, 
(3.10) 
We decompose the integral in (3.3 h as follows for x in the transition zone: 
100 1~ 1 00 k;(s)V · (h;(x- Vs)Vu(x- Vs))ds = k;(s)V · (h;(x- Vs)Vu(x- Vs))ds + k;(s)L1u(x- Vs)ds, 0 0 5- i = l ,s, (3.11) 
where s_ (x) > 0 is such that x - Vs_ is on the negative boundary of Z. In fact, it obeys the equation 
1 
s_ = -(x- x_(y- Vys_ , z- V, s_)) . 
Vx 
(3.12) 
We are interested only in points close to the x-axis. Neglecting the squares of lateral quantities in (3.6 h gives 
1 
s_ = -(x- x_(O, 0) ). 
Vx 
(3.13) 
The dimensionless times_ is of order O(E) . Also,s_ depends onE by virtue of (2.26). We shall use the dominant version of this quantity 
(that associated withE = 0) and show in the appropriate places that the correction due to higher orders is negligible. 
Observe that the final term on the right of ( 3.11) is non-zero only if i = I. 
For x = (x, y, z) in Z we replace x by 
Let 
X 
r = - . 
€ 
u(r, y, z) = u0 (r , y, z) + EU 1 (r, y, z) + 0(E2 ) 
rp(r, y, z) = rp0 (r, y , z) + Erp1 (r, y, z) + 0(E2 ) 
inside the transition zone, and 
ii(x, y, z) = ii0(x , y, z) + Eii 1 (x, y, z) + 0(E2 ) 
outside of z. In this latter region 
ip(x, y, z) = ip0(x, y, z) + Erp1 (x, y, z) + 0(E 2) = { 6: 
Putting E = 0, we have 
iiJo(x,y,z) = {6: 
for rp0 so that 
X > O 
X < O 
rp;(x,y,z)=O, i=1,2 .... 
The matching condition on u is 
u(xjE ,y,z) = u(r ,y,z) = ii(H,y,z) 
X>O 
X< 0. 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
2 The notation Vx, Vy , V,. indicating components of velocity, is an exception to the rule where subscripts indicate differentiation, as is Ry. R, for the radii of curvature. 
Please cite this article in press as: j.M. Golden. Phase transitions in materials with thermal memory: The case of unequal conductivities. Physica D (2008). 
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for larger and small H. More precisely, this relation holds for H in the vicinity of x+ and x_ defined in (3.6), near the origin. Putting E = 0, 
we obtain 
ua(±oo, y, z) = iia(O±, y , z) . 
Observe that, from (3.20), we have 
u,(r , y, z) = Eiix(a , y , z), 
and similarly for higher derivatives. Relation (3.22) and (3.15)1 yield 
ua,(±oo, y, z) = 0, 
Uarr(±oo,y,z) = 0, 
u1, (±oo, y , z) = iiax(O±, y , z) , 
UJ rr(±oo, y , z) = 0. 
(3.21) 
(3.22 ) 
(3.23) 
The functions iia(O±, y , z), iiax(O±, y , z) are the boundary values of these quantities on the positive and negative sides of Z. Note that 
from (3.22), 
ua,(r , x,y) = O(E) , UJrr(r , x,y) = O(E) , 
for a in the vicinity of X±. The matching conditions on cp are 
cp(r ,y,z)=1 r»1 , cp(r,y,z)=O r«-1 , 
cp,(r , y , z) = cpy(r, y , z) = cp,(r, y , z) = 0, lrl » 1, 
yielding 
cpa(oo,y,z) = 1, cpa(-oo, y , z) = 0 cp;(±oo,y, z) = 0, i = 1, 2, ... 
cp;,(±oo, y,z) = cp;y(±oo, y , z) = cpiz(±oo,y,z) = 0, i = 0, 1, .. . 
and similarly for higher derivatives. 
3.1 . Asymptotic analysis of the order parameter equation 
To leading order, (3.3 h becomes, in the transition zone, 
cparr- f'(cpa) = 0 
subject to the boundary conditions 
cpa( -oo, y, z) = 0, cpa(+oo,y, z) = 1, 1 cpa(O,y, z) = z' 
recalling the discussion after (2.26). The solution has the explicit form, for f given by (2.18h, 
cpa(r, y , z) = ~ ( 1 +tanh G)) = cpa(r) . 
The quantity cpa depends only on r. The O(E) terms of(3.3)1 yield the relation 
cplrr - f" (cpa)cpl = uaf3g' (cpa)+ aVxcpa, +X a cpa, 
where X a is given by 
1 1 
Xa= -+-. 
Ry Ry 
A solvability condition on this equation gives the modified Gibbs-Thomson boundary condition [1] 
where 
a 
Ua v = --(aVx + Xa) ).. 
Ua v = /_: ua(r')g,(cpa(r' ))dr' 
noting 
/_: g,(cpa(r' ))dr' = 1 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
and a is the surface tension. The quantity Ua v is the average of the (possibly) strongly varying ua over the transition zone, weighted by g,. 
For g given by (2.18)z, the quantity g, is non-negative, goes to zero for large lrl. has a maximum in Z at cpa = torr = 0 and is symmetric 
about the maximum.3 We will give general formulae for Ua v in the next section. 
3 Indeed, one can show thatg,(cp0) = 12f(cp0), wheref is given by (2.18 ),. 
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3.2. Asymptotic analysis of the heat equation 
Relation (3.3)2 is now multiplied by E2.It is assumed that ks. k1 do not vary strongly over times of orders_. Consider the first term on 
the right of (3.11). We have to 0(E2), noting (3.14), 
r- ( s ) r-1· E2 lo k;(s)V . (h;Vu) r - v.E . y- Vys. z- VzS ds = E3 lo k;(ES')V . (h; Vu)(r - v. s', y- EVys'' z- EVzs')ds' 
= !._ {k;(O) [' [(h;o(r')uo,(r')), + E(h;J(r')uo,(r') + h;o(r')uJr(r')),- E (r- r') (Vy(h;o(r') uo,(r'))ry + Vz(h;o(r' )uo,(r' ))rz) 
v. ,_ v. 
+ E2h;o(r')Lhuo(r') J dr' + E J<~~) ~~ (r- r')(h;o(r') uo,(r')),dr'} 
where the fact that, by virtue of (3.29), 
h;0 (r' ) = h;(rp0 (r')) , i =I, s 
s_ 1 
i =I, s, r_ = r- v.- = -x_(O, 0) , 
E E 
are independent of y, z has been used. Note that, from (2.2 ), (2.6) and ( 3.26), we have 
hso(oo) = 1, 
hto(oo) = 0, 
The quantities 
hso(-oo) = 0 
hto( -00) = 1. 
uo(r') = uo(r', y, z), hil (r') = h;(rp0 (r'))rp1 (r' , y, z), i =I, s 
depend ony, z. The prime on h; indicates differentiation with respect to rp0 • Relation (3.13) has been used and 
a a 
.112 = ay2 + az2 . 
By virtue of (3.10), the term with .11 2 is 0(E2). Also, to 0(E2) 
E2V. Vu- E2yV. Vg(rp) = EVxUor- EyV.g,(rpo) + E2[VxUJr + VyUoy + VzUoz- v.y(g'(rpo)({JJ),], 
where terms gy(rp0 ) and gz(rp0) do not contribute, since rp0 depends only on r. 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
We first consider terms ofO(E) in (3.3h multiplied by E2. The second term on the right of (3.11) multiplied by E2 gives a contribution of 
0(E2) and can be neglected. We therefore need only include the terms of O(E) in (3.35) and (3.40). The integration of the term from (3.35) 
can be carried out and we obtain 
(3.41) 
where all field quantities are evaluated at r . The quantity u0,(r _ , y, z) is O(E) by (3.24) and is neglected. On integrating over ( -oo, oo), 
we obtain, recalling (2.17) and (2.22), 
(V;- v;)uo(oo)- (V;- V12)uo(-oo) + (V52 - V12)ua = v;y, 
U0 (y, z) = /_: h5,(tpo(r'))ua(r')dr', 
where (3.26) and (3.37) have been used, together with 
htor(r) = -hsa,(r) , 
which follows from (2.6). We introduce the notation: 
2 1 2 2 V ± = 2 (V5 ± V1 ), 
and 
[ua]± = uo(oo , y , z) ± u0 (-oo, y, z) = ii0 (0+, y, z) ± ii0 (0- , y, z) = [iiol± 
where ( 3.21) has been used. 
(3.42) 
(3.43) 
(3.44) 
(3.45) 
In order to determine u0 ,let us consider the solution of (3.41) in more detail. Applying (2.6) to lowest order, we can write (3.41) as 
H(rpa(r))ua,(r) = v;yg,(rpa(r)), 
Let us put 
h5 (rp) = h(rp) , g(rp(h)) = A(h) , 
H(rpa(r)) = v;- V12 - 2V~h5 (rpa(r)) . (3.46) 
H(rp) = B(h(rp)) . (3.47 ) 
The invertibility of h(rp) on (0, 1) has been used in defining A(h). This quantity, which is the function g applied to h-1, expresses the 
connection between h(rp) and g(rp). The simplest connection is of course that they are the same function, giving A(h) = h. We shall 
however leave A unspecified in subsequent developments. Relation (3.46) can be written as 
Uo,(r) = v;yE,(h(rpo(r))), (3.48) 
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where 
E(h) = 1h A'(~) d~ = --;.1h A'(O d~ , 
o B(~) 2V _ o ~ - w 
We have 
A'(h) 
E'(h) =-
B(h) ' 
If A(h) = h then 
A' (h) = _! - ;:: 0. d [dh]-
1 
drp drp 
1 lww-hl · E(h) =--log 
2v.:. 
Defining 
Vm = min(V,, V1) , VM = max(V,, V1), 
].M. Golden / Physica D I (IHIJ HI-HI 
v;- v? 
w = 2 2. v, -v, 
(3.49) 
(3.50) 
(3.51) 
(3.52) 
we see that for Vx < Vm . the function B(h) is negative and non-zero when h E [0, 1]. For Vx > VM the function B(h) , h E [0, 1] is positive. 
It is not clear that Vx can exceed either V, or V1 or both. However, we do not exclude the possibility. For Vx E Wm , VM ], we have 0 :=:: w :::0 1, 
the quantity B(h) changes sign in the interval [0, 1] and is zero at h = w. In this case, we take the integral defining E(h) in (3.50) to be the 
principal value if h > w. 
The fact that B(w) vanishes means that H(rp0 (r)) in (3.46)1 is equal to zero at a certain point (dependent on the value of v;) in the 
transition zone. Since the function g, on the right-hand side need not vanish at this point, u0,(r) will generally have a singularity at the 
point r E Z corresponding to h = w E [0, 1]. 
The quantity A(h) cannot depend on w because this would imply that the functions h(rp) and/or g (rp) depend on a parameter relating 
to a specific configuration of the system, while they were introduced into the theory as general field variables, equally applicable to any 
configuration. The field quantity rp will of course acquire such dependence on specific configuration parameters as a result of the solution 
of the problem, but this is not true of the functional forms hand g. Thus, E(h) must depend on w, because A' (~) in (3.49) cannot cancel 
such dependence in B(~) . 
It is of some interest to note that if A(h) were allowed to have a dependence on w then other possibilities would emerge, including one 
where] is independent of w. This would lead to consequences quite different to those derived below regarding the position of singularities. 
Relation (3.48) gives 
Uo(r) = v;yE(h(rpo(r))) + Uo(-oo) , 
and in particular, 
[u0]_ = v;yE(1) . 
The quantities U0 , Uav defined by (3.42)2 and (3.33) respectively, have the form 
Ua = v; y 11 E(0d~ + Uo(-oo), 
Ua v = v;y 11 E(OA' (~)d~ + Uo(-oo) . 
We note that, with the aid of (3.54), Ua can be written as 
1 
Ua = }uo (oo) + (1-J)uo(-oo) = 
2
([u0]+ - (1- 2J)[uo]-) 
1 
= ]iio(O+) + (1-J)iio(O-) = 2 ([iio]+ - (1- 2J)[iio]-), 
1 = fo1 E(Od~ =](w) . 
E(1) 
(3.53) 
(3.54) 
(3.55) 
(3.56) 
From (3.49) and (3.50), we see that the function E(~)/E(1) is non-negative and Jess than or equal to unity for Vx < Vm and for Vx > VM . 
By the mean value theorem, it follows that 
j E (0 , 1) , Vx < Vm , Vx > VM. 
For v; E [V; , V~ ].} varies over ( -oo, oo ). 
Partial integration in the numerator of (3.56) 5 and some further manipulations yield that 
1 
1=1-w+--::---2V_:E (1)' 
(3.57) 
(3.58) 
where A(O) = 0 and A(1) = 1 have been used. All quantities can be determined explicitly for polynomial and other choices of A(h). Using 
(3.56), we can write (3.42) in the form 
(3.59) 
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which generalizes a result in [ 1]. Comparing this with (3.54), we see that 
1 
E (1) = -V-2 ---V-=-2 
X } 
(3.60) 
which is consistent with (3.58). Thus, the solutions of the relation V} = V/ correspond to the singularities of £(1) as a function of V} . The 
quantity 
-2v.:E(1) = 11 A' (~) d~ 
0 ~- w 
diverges logarithmically ([ 9] for example) as w---+ 0 or 1, corresponding to v}---+ V12 or V,2. This implies that 
1---+ 1, vf---+ v? as v}---+ V12 while}---+ o, vf---+ v,2 as v}---+ v,2. 
The quantity £(1) has no other singularity so that the non-linear equation 
v; = v,2 (1-J(w)) + V12J(w) 
(3.61) 
(3.62) 
(3.63) 
has two solutions as described in (3.62). The right-hand side of (3.59h is singular in these two limits. To avoid a divergence in [ii0 ]_ we 
must assume that y = y(V) and that this quantity vanishes at least as strongly as [log(V} - v?)]- 1, [log(V} - V,2)r 1 for Vx ---+ V1, v, 
respectively, which generalizes an analogous observation in [ 1]. 
For V} < V/ andy positive, relation (3.59) gives that [iiol- is negative. 
For V} « Vf, which occurs in particular in the Fourier limit given by (2.23), the discontinuity in the temperature field given by (3.59) 
is negligible. 
Relation (3.55h gives that 
1 { j 01 E(nA'(Od~ 1} 
Uav = 2[uo]+ + [uol- £(1) - 2 , (3.64) 
by virtue of (3.54). The second term vanishes as v_: ---+ 0, since by (3.46), (3.47) and (3.49), E(h) is proportional to A(h) in this limit, while 
A(1) = 1, so that (3.64) reduces to a result given in [ 1] for the equal conductivities case. 
In the light of this analysis, we can address the question of the physical significance, if any, of the choice of h = h,. It is clear that this 
choice affects the physical result obtained, in particular, the form of [ii0 ]_, through the parameter}. This is determined by the function 
A(h) in (3.47h. which specifies the relationship between g(rp) and h(rp ) . It is presumably a matter for experimentto decide on the correct 
choice of A(h). 
The simplest choice would seem to be to take g, h to be the same function so that, as noted earlier, A(h) = h. Recalling (3.51) and (3.58), 
we see that this yields 
1 = ~:: = ~~ - {log I ~;: = ~~ I l -1 (3.65) 
Let us now consider 0(E2) terms in (3.3 h multiplied by E2, that is, terms of0(1) in the original relation. The overall factor E2 will be 
omitted when discussing the various terms. Firstly, we examine various terms in ( 3.35 ). Partial integration gives that 
fr (r- r') ~[h;o(r') uor(r', y, z)]dr' = -(r- r _)h;o(r _)uor(r _ , y , z) + fr h;0 (r') uor(r', y, z)dr', i = I, s, 
r_ or r_ 
(3.66) 
where h;0 (r') is an abbreviation of h;(rp0 (r' )). By virtue of (3.24)1, the first term on the right of (3.66) can be neglected and the second term 
gives 
h;o(r)uo(r , y , z)-h;0 (r_)u0 (r_ , y,z) -/~ h;or(r' )u0 (r' , y, z)dr', i=l, s. (3.67) 
Also, 
f r (r- r ')~[h;0 (r ' )u0ry(r' , y , z)]dr' = h;0 (r)uoy(r , y , z) - h;o(r _)uoy(r _ , y , z) -fr [h;or(r')uoy(r', y , z)]dr', i = I, s (3.68) 
r_ or r_ 
and similarly for the term with u017 • Furthermore, from (3.10) and (3.14), we have 
E ~~ h;o(r' )..12uo(r', y, z)dr' = -X0 ~~ h;0 (r' )u0r(r', y, z)dr' 
= -Xo { (h;o(r)uo(r , y,z)- h;o(r_)uo(r_,y, z)) -~~ h;or(r')u0 (r', y ,z)dr' } (3.69) 
where X 0 is given by (3.31). We have replaced Uor(r , 0, 0) by Uor(r , y, z) on the right of (3.69)J . These two quantities are almost equal for 
small y, z by virtue of (3.10). 
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The contribution to (3.35) due to a second order correction ins_ , namely s_ --+ s_ + ET/. where 11 is O(E), has the form (see the first 
term on the right of (3.35 )2 without the factor E2 ) 
1 
-Tik;(O)(h;oUorlr(r_,y, z) (3.70) 
VxE 
which is negligible by (3.24) and (3.25). 
We take the difference between quantities of 0(1) in (3.3h (not multiplied by E2 ) at r = ±oo, or in the case of the last term in (3.11) 
(non-zero only ifi = 1), the difference between this expression across Z, which is given by 
D = !"" k1(s)L1ii0 (x+ - Vs)ds -1"" k1(s)L1ii0 (x_ - Vs)ds 
L(X+) 0 
(3.71) 
where X± are on the boundaries of Z as specified by (3.6). There is no discontinuity for quantities evaluated outside of Z, so we have 
15-(X+) D = - 0 k,(s)L1ii0 (x_ - Vs)ds. (3.72) 
Now s_ (x+) is of order E so that D is 0( E) and may be neglected. 
Also, terms independent of r cancel. This includes all terms evaluated at r _ which is independent of r by virtue of the last relation of 
(3.35). One such term is that arising out of the integration of the dominant contribution to (3.35h , which was neglected in deriving (3.41), 
as noted after that equation. It must be included among second order terms. Also, the integrals in (3.67) and (3.68) can be taken as being 
over fR. for r = oo and are equal to U0 (y, z), defined by (3.42h . or its derivatives ifi = s. Fori= I, by (3.43), they are equal to the negative 
of these quantities. At r = -oo, they can be neglected. Thus, on using (3.21), (3.23), (3.26), (3.35), (3.40) and (3.67)-(3.69), we obtain 
where 
(V}- V52)UJr(oo)- (V} - V,2)UJr(-oo) = (V}- V52)iiox(0+)- (V}- V,2 )iio.(O-) 
= _2._ { -(V} + V52)(Uoy(OO, y , Z)Vy + Uoz(OO, y, Z)Vz) + (V} + V?)(uoy( -00, y, Z)Vy + Uoz( -00, y, Z)Vz) Vx 
+ (Vs2 - V,2 )(Uay(y. z)Vy + Uaz CY , z)V,) + Cs(O)uo(oo,y, z)- c,(O)uo(-oo,y, z)- (Cs(O)- c,(O))ua(y. z)} 
C;(s) = k;(s)- VxXok;(s) , i =I, s. 
With the aid of (3.56) and (3.59h . this can be put in the form 
(V}- V52)iio.CO+)- (V} - V12 )iiox(O-) = (v} - V~) [iioxl-- v:.[iioxl+ 
1 
= - {-cv; + V/)(Vy[iiolr- + V,[iiolz-) + C1(0)[uo]-} Vx 
where notation from (3.44) and (3.45) has been used, together with 
CJ(T) = (1- J)C5 (r) + ]C,(r) 
(3.73) 
(3.74) 
(3.75) 
(3.76) 
while [iio]- is given by (3.59) and we have put [iioy]± = [iiolr±• [iiozl± = [iiolz±· Since Vis assumed in the present model to be independent 
of x, the derivatives of the first term on the right of ( 3.59) with respect toy and z vanishes. Thus, we have 
2 2 - 2 2 _ 1 _ CJ(O)Vxy(V) (Vx - V5 )u0.(0+)- (Vx - V1 )uo.CO-) = -C1(0)[uo]- = 2 2 , Vx vx - v1 
(3.77) 
on using (3.59). 
Relations (3.77) is different from the the Stefan condition connecting the discontinuity in the temperature gradient (and the heat flux) 
to the velocity of the transition zone, which holds in the Fourier case, though this latter form is recovered from (3.77) by taking the short 
memory limit described by (2.23) and related comments. 
Relation (3.77) gives that 
ii (O-)I _ = _ CJ(O)[iio]-lvx=Vs 
Ox Vx-Vs V (V 2 _ V2) 
s s I 
iiox(O+)Ivx=Vs = d~2 fs(Vx) l , 
x Vx=Vs 
(3.78) 
where 
(3.79) 
and 
ii (O+)I _ = _ CJ(O)[iiol-lvx=V1 
Ox Vx-V/ v,(V} - V?) 
uo.CO-llv.=v, = d~2 F,(Vxll • 
x Vx=Vi 
(3.80) 
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where 
1 
Ft(Vx) = (V]- V52)iioxCO+)- -CJ(O)[iiol-· v. 
(3.81) 
The usefulness of (3.78)2 and (3.80h is limited by the fact that we do not know the dependence of the individual ii0. (0±) on v;. However, 
certain conclusions can be drawn from them. Note that the differentiation of (3.79) and (3.81) with respect to v; produces a factor 
(V"j - V/)- 2 (dj f dV"j) in one term respectively from the rightmost contributions to these relations, those dependent on [iiol-· This is 
clear from the rightmost expression in (3.77). 
Thus, the comment after (3.63) can be strengthened. The quantity y(V) must go to zero for Vx ~ V1 or V5 at least as strongly as 
[log(V"j - V?ll-2(V"j- V?). [log(V"j - V52) ]-2 (V"j - V52) in these two cases, since the derivative ofj(w) diverges linearly at the end points. 
This generalizes a conclusion in [ 1]. It furthermore yields that the right-hand sides of (3.78)1 and (3.80)1 vanish. 
Relations (3.59) and (3.77) will apply to the liquefaction (rather than solidification) process by changing the sign of v •. Thus, in (3.59), 
the sign of [ii0 ]_ is unchanged while if Xo in (3.77) is replaced by -X0 , then this relation changes sign. 
Therefore, [ii0 ]_ is negative for both solidification and liquefaction. In the former case, the process is driven by low temperatures in the 
solid phase and temperatures in the vicinity of u = 0 in the liquid phase. For liquefaction, it would be driven by high temperatures in the 
liquid phase and temperatures around u = 0 in the solid phase. The greater the temperature differences, the more rapid the process in 
both cases, as implied by (3.59) for values ofVx < Vm. the latter given by (3.52) and v. not too close to Vm, if we assume that the variation 
ofy(V) with Vx is small until Vx approaches Vm. 
3.3. The heat equation outside Z 
Let us now consider ( 3.3 h outside of Z, temporarily dropping the notation ii for dimensionless temperature fields outside the transition 
zone. In the liquid phase (which, in fixed coordinates, is ablating) we have simply 
V · Vu = 100 k1(s)L1u(x- Vs)ds = L1 00 k1(s)u(x- Vs)ds (3.82) 
and the heat flux equation (2.21) is given by 
q(x) = -100 k1(s)Vu(x- Vs)ds . (3.83) 
For x = (x, y, z) in the solid phase, the situation is more complicated. Let the quantity r(x) be the time period elapsed since the surface -8, 
passing through the origin, crossed x. Also, T± are the limits to r from above and below. The surface -8 is taken to be the interface between 
the phases, at which the discontinuities occur. We seek to neglect the thickness of the interface in this discussion, though it will prove 
necessary to consider transition zone structure for a specific purpose. Referring to (3.5), one sees that the curve r(x) - r(Xo) = 0 for x 
variable (but in the vicinity ofXo, the point which maps into the origin on -8), can be approximated by the curve 
(y- Vyr(Xo)) 2 (z- Vzr(Xo)) 2 
x - Vx r (x0) - - = 0 2Ry 2Rz 
where the squared terms are small. Thus, we have 
1 { (y- Vyr(xo)) 2 (z- Vzr(x0)) 2 } 
r(x) =- x- - . 
Vx 2Ry 2Rz 
Taking the gradient and neglecting terms with factors y- Vy r, z - Vz r, we obtain 
Also 
1 
Vr ~ -(1, 0, 0) . 
v. 
Xo 
Llr(x) ~ -v_:-· 
where Xo is given by (3.31 ). 
Let k : :R.+ t-7 :R. be defined by 
k(s) = k1(s) , s > r(x) 
= ks(s), s < r(x) . 
We can write (2.21) as 
q(x) = -100 k(s)Vu(x- Vs)ds. 
Both k(s) and u(x- Vs) are discontinuous at s = r (x). Observe that 
100 1oo a V · q(x) =- k(s)V · Vu(x- Vs)ds = k(s)-u(x- Vs)ds. 0 0 as 
(3.84) 
(3.85) 
(3.86) 
(3.87) 
(3.88) 
(3.89) 
(3.90) 
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The discontinuity in u (x - Vs) will give singular delta function behaviour at s = r . yielding a contribution 
1Tz (u(x- Vr+)- u(x- Vr_)) k(s)8(s)ds, YJ T E (r1, Tz) . (3.91) 
The integral is however indeterminate because k has a discontinuity at s = r. It can yield any value between k5 ( r) and k1 ( r ). We can write 
this contribution as 
(u(x- Vr+) - u(x- Vr_))(k5 (r)(1- U) + k1(r)U) , U E (0, 1). (3.92) 
This difficulty was not present in [ 1]. In order to determine U, we need to revert temporarily to a finite thickness model of Z. We restrict 
the discussion to Vx < Vm. defined by (3.52). This ensures in particular that] < 1 as observed in (3.57 ). Relation (2.21) becomes 
l r- (x) 1"" q =- k5 (s)Vu(x- Vs)ds- k1(s)Vu(x- Vs)ds -l(L, r+), 0 r+ (x) 
1r+ (x) I(L , r+) = [k5 (s)h5 (X- Vs)Vu(x- Vs) + k1(s)Mx- Vs) .Vu(x- Vs)]ds. r_(x) 
(3.93) 
Let 
X = (X , Y , Z) = x- Vr (3.94) 
where we assume that lXI is small and that the X -direction was the normal to the transition zone when it crossed x at timet- r . A leading 
order estimate will now be made ofl(r_ , r+), using the same technique as in (3.35). We replace (3.14) by 
X 
r=-
€ 
and assume that k5 , k1 do not vary significantly over (r_, r+). Then, putting 
l(r_ , r+) = 15 +I" 
where 15 ,11 represent the first and second terms of (3.93)1, we have 
~ k5 (T) 1P+ ( p ) l5x~ -- [ho5Uor] r-Vx- , Y-Vyp , Z-Vzp dp , 
€ P- € 
T + P± = T±, 
(3.95) 
(3.96) 
(3.97) 
for the X -component ofl5 • TheY. Z components are negligible compared with l5x. Then, corresponding to the leading term in ( 3.35) (without 
the overall differentiation with respect r), we have 
~ 
lsx ~ ks(r) h-' [h5oUo,](r- Vxa , Y- VyEa ,Z- VzEa)da, 
E 
ks(T) 1'+ I a I I ~ -- hos(r )-uo(r , Y , Z)dr 
Vx r_ ar1 
(3.98) 
P± 
r
1 
= r - Vxa, r ± = r - Vx- . 
€ 
To leading order, we can replacer± by ±oo. Giving a similar representation for IIX. carrying out a partial integration and referring to ( 3.86), 
we find that 
l(r_, r+) = Vr{k5 (r)u0 (oo, Y, Z)- k,(r)uo(-oo, Y, Z)- (k5(r)- k,(r))ua(Y, Z)}, (3.99) 
where Ua (Y , Z) is defined by (3.42)2 with Y, Z which are small, replacing y,z. It is given by (3.56). Let us introduce the notation 
[u]± = u(x- Vr_) ± u(x- Vr+) · (3.100) 
The quantities u(±oo, Y , Z) have been replaced by u(x- Vr:r: ). ln fact, by virtue of the steady-state assumption, [u)_ is the quantity [ii0 )_ 
obeying (3.59), evaluated at the small quantities Y, Z rather than at the small quantities y, z. We have 
k1(r) = k5 (r)(1-]) + k,(r)j , 
where] is defined in (3.56) 5 • This result gives that U = j in (3.92), since the expression in (3.92) is V · l(r_, r+) · 
Note that, using the notation of (3.88), 
l oo {1L00 1"" } V k(s)u(x- Vs)ds = V k5 (s)u(x- Vs)ds + k1(s)u(x- Vs)ds 0 0 r+ (X) 
l r-(x) 1"" = k5(s)Vu(x- Vs)ds + k1(s)Vu(x- Vs)ds 
Let us define 
1 
k_(r) = -(k5(r)- k,(r)) . 2 
0 f+(X) 
+ Vr(k5 (r)u(x- Vr_)- k1(r)u(x- Vr+)) · 
(3.101) 
(3.102) 
(3.103) 
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From (3.93) and (3.101), 
q(x) = -1r-<xl k5 (s)Vu(x- Vs)ds- roo k,(s)Vu(x- Vs)ds- kJ(r)Vr[u]_ 
0 lr+(X) 
-V 100 k(s)u(x- Vs)ds + VrL(r)[u]1, 
[u]1 = 2(u(x- Vr_)J + u(x- Vr+)(1- ])) . 
The second form follows from (3.102) and (3.100). 
Comparing (3.104) and (3.83) for r(x) = 0, we see that the discontinuity of q(x) across & is given by 
V2V, y 
q(x+) - q(x-) = -k1(0)Vr[u]_ = --1- - 2 , v; - \j 
by virtue of (3.59) and (3.86). 
Observe that u(X) is given by (3.10) with X, defined by (3.94), replacing x. Then 
a a 3 a axi 
-u(x- Vr) = -u(X) = L -u(X)-
ax; ax; j = l axj ax; 
a ar 3 a 
= -u(X) - - L \-j-u(X) . 
ax; ax; i= l axi 
Using (3.10) and (3.86), we see that Vu(x- Vr) is negligible for Y, Z close to zero. 
Letting i.I = V · Vu = - V · q(x) and using the first form of (3.104), we see that the heat equation becomes, 
V · Vu = r-<xl k5 (s)Llu(x- Vs)ds + roo k,(s)Llu(x- Vs)ds + j(x), Jo lr+(x) 
j(x) = (k;(r) 1Vrl2 + kJ(r)Llr)[u]_ + Vr · (k5 (r)Vu(x- Vs)ls=r-(x) - k,(r)Vu(x- Vs)ls=r+(x)) 
13 
(3.104) 
(3.105) 
(3.106) 
(3.107) 
where a term containing V[u]_ has been neglected by virtue ofthe property demonstrated from (3.106). Note that the gradients of u in 
the last term are not negligible since r±(X) in the arguments are not differentiated.4 Using the approximations (3.86) and (3.87), we have, 
in the notation of (3.76), 
. C1(r) 1 J(X) = - 2-[u]_ + -(k5(r)ux(X- Vs)ls=r- (x) - k,(r)ux(X- Vs)ls=r+(x)) (3.108) Vx Vx 
where, as noted earlier, [u]_ is equal to [ii0]_, given by (3.59). For r = 0, the quantity j(x) is given by Vx[iioxl- by virtue of (3.77). 
Fors > r. u in (3.107) is the solution of (3.82). Relations (3.82) and (3.107) are thus an inter-related system ofintegro-partial differential 
equations, to be solved subject to boundary conditions for the body as a whole and (3.59) and (3.77) at the transition zone. 
Using the second form of ( 3.104 ), we can write the solid phase heat equation in the form 
V · Vu = .1 [XJ k(s)u(x- Vs)ds- (k~(r) 1Vrl2 + L(r)Llr)[u]1 
100 C(r) = .1 k(s)u(x- Vs)ds- - 2-[u]1. 0 vx (3.109) 
3.4. A simple example 
We consider the solution of the Eqs. (3.82) and (3.109) for the case where the body /B occupies all of :R. 3 and the surface & is the (y , z) 
plane, so that X 0 = Vy = Vz = 0. These equations reduce to 
v; ux(X) = d
2
2
1 x k1 (X- X
1
) U(X1)dx1, X < 0, 
dx _00 V, 
= d
2
2
1x k (x- x1 ) u(x1)dx1 - _!_k~ (~) [u]1, x > 0, (3.110) dx - oo Vx Vx Vx 
with a change of variable to X1 = x- Vxs. ln the second form, k is defined by (3.88). The heat flux equations (3.83) and (3.104) become 
q(x) = _...!_:!_ jx k, (x- x1 ) u(x1)dx1 x < 0 
Vx dx _00 V, 
1 d ~X (X- X) 1 1 1 (X) = --- k -- u(x )dx + -k_ - [u]1, x > 0. Vx dx - oo Vx Vx Vx (3.111) 
4 This last term and the corresponding quantity in (4.60) were not included in [1]. 
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Let us take the simplest case, namely the Cattaneo model, where5 
k1 ( :J = k1(0)e-ax = V12e-ax. a> 0, 
k (~) = k (O)e-Ax = V2e-AX A > 0 
s Vx s s ' 
and 
k' ( X ) V2V - ax I Vx =-a I xe • 
We assume, in this subsection that v; < min(V?, V52 ). Consider the case where x < 0. The solution is given by 
aV2 
/3=--x- > 0 
v?- v} · u(x) = a + Aell", Ux(X) = f3Aetlx, 
where a, A are constants. 
For x > 0, (3.110) becomes 
V2u (X)= V2~ { { x e-A(x-x')u(x)dx'} + aV2 (a+ _a_A) e-ax + ~('AV2 e->-x - aV2e-ax)[u] 
X X s dx2 lo I a+ j3 2 s I } • 
where the second term on the right follows from integration over :R- of the solution (3.114). We seek a solution of the form 
u(x) = b +Be-ax , X> 0, 
so that 
[u]1 = 2(J(b +B)+ (1- ])(a+ A)) . 
Relation (3.115) becomes 
- aV2Be-ax = V2 [-'Abe->-x + _B_(a2e-ax- 'A2e-'-x) + ~(u] e-'-x] + aV2e-ax [a+ _a_A- ~[u] J. 
x s 'A-a . 2 1 1 a+f3 2 1 
Comparing coefficients ofthe exponentials, we obtain 
'A2B 'A 
'Ab =-A- a+ z[u]J . 
-aV} B = a2V}B +aV? [a+ _a_A- ~[u]JJ 
'A-a a+/3 2 
a2V}B 2 2 2a 
-- +aV1 (a +A)- aVxA- V1 -[u]1 
'A-a 2 
where (3.114)3 has been used. Relation (3.73) becomes, in this case, with the aid of (3.21), (3.113), (3.114) and (3.116), 
(V}- V52)(-aB)- (V;- V?)(f3A) = -AV52(b +B)+ aV?(a +A)+ ('AV52 - aV12)Ua 
or, using (3.114)3 in the second term on the left, 
aV}(A- B) = -'AV52b- (a+ 'A)V52B + aV12(a +A)+ ('AV52 - aV?)ua. 
Consider the firstterm on the right of (3.119)3 . Using the identity 
a2 'A2 
-- = ---('A+a) 
'A-a 'A-a 
and ( 3.119 )1, we can write this in the form 
a
2
V5
2
B 2 ( 1 ) 2 
-- = -'AV b- -[u]r -('A +a)V B. 
'A-a s 2 , s 
Substituting this into (3.119)3, comparing with (3.121) and observing that 
2ua = [u]J , 
(3.112) 
(3.113) 
(3.114) 
(3.115) 
(3.116) 
(3.117) 
(3.118) 
(3.119) 
(3.120) 
(3.121) 
(3.122) 
(3.123) 
(3.124) 
by virtue of (3.56) and (3.104)3 we see that they are identical. Thus, this model provides a relation in agreement with (3.73), which 
generalizes a result in [1]. 
5 The quantities a , {3 are not related to those in (3.3). 
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Reorganizing (3.121) with the aid of (3.124) and (3.117), we obtain 
aV.2 (A- B) = -(.W52 (1 -]) + aV12J)[u]_- aV52B. 
Relation (3.119)1 yields, after some manipulation, the alternative forms 
A = b - a + B(A.(1 - ]) + a]) 
(A.-a)(1-J) 
or 
Ba [u]_ = . (a- A.)(1- ]) 
Substituting from (3.127) into (3.125), we can solve (3.125) and (3.126) to give 
B = (b- a)(a- A.)V}(1 -]) 
a(V} - V/) ' 
(b- a)V/ 
B- ------:'-
V} -V/ A= 
(b-a) [(a-A.)V} (1-j)-aV/] 
a (V}- V/) 
(b-a)[wv;-~2 ] W=(1-~)(1-J). (V} - V/) ' a 
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(3.125) 
(3.126) 
(3.127) 
(3.128) 
It would perhaps be reasonable to assume that the liquid phase has a memory no longer than the solid phase so that a ~ A. , A > 0 and 
B ::; 0. 
If a = u( -oo), b = u(oo) are regarded as input data, then these relations for A, B represent a solution to the problem. Note that it 
follows from (3.127) and (3.128)1 that 
(b- a)V} [u]_ = 2 . (3.129) V}- V1 
Comparing (3.129) with (3.59), we see that 
y(V) = b- a, (3.130) 
so that in fact b and a cannot be chosen independently. They must obey this relation in order to give rise to a steady-state configuration 
with transition zone velocity -V. 
The implication of (3.129) that b > a was regarded as unphysical in [1]; it is unquestionably surprising. However, given the viewpoint 
adopted here that a, bare input data, it can be rationalized as follows. We create a boundary temperature field such that u(oo) = b. It is 
reasonable to assume that b < 0. Then, in order to drive a solidification process at velocity -V, we must create a boundary temperature 
u( -oo) = a, where this is below the solidification temperature of the liquid. The temperature increases to a +A at x = o-, which must 
be greater that b +Bat x = o+ since (3.129) gives that [u]_ is negative. However, the region of the liquid for which x < log(la/ AI)/ {3 will 
be either solidified or super-cooled. This is based on the assumption that a +A > 0. If not, then the entire liquid is at a temperature less 
that the solidification temperature. 
The heat flux ( 3.111) has the form 
{
-V Be-a• X> 0 
q(x) = -V:Ae.B•, ' x < 0 (3.131) 
which can be shown using (3.114) and (3.119). Taking A > 0, B < 0, we have that the heat flux for x > 0 is in a positive direction and, for 
the liquid phase, the flow is in a negative direction. The discontinuity across the transition zone is given by 
yV2V 
-V(B-A)= J X (3.132) 
• v2- V2 
} X 
in agreement with (3.105). The Fourier limit of all these formulae is obtained as outlined after (2.23). In this limit, the right-hand side of 
(3.132) reduces to yV •. The exact result is greater than yV. so that memory effects create dissipation, which gives off extra heat in addition 
to the latent heat. 
4. General asymptotic analysis 
We now carry out a more formal asymptotic analysis of these equations, relying substantially on [7,6,3,8 ]. The following notation is 
introduced: 
k; o nr (x, 51, 52) = [
52 
k;(5)nr (x, 5)d5, k; o nr (x) = k; o nr (x, 0, oo) 
St (4.1) 
k; o nr (x, 52) = k; o nr (x, 0, 52), i = I, 5 
where xis often omitted from the arguments. 
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Let us assume that the region :Ba occupied by the solid phase a is expanding and that occupied by the liquid phase :Bp is contracting 
or ablating. Thus, the transition zone is moving into the liquid phase. We shall use the notation :Ba. :BfJ to include the respective portions 
of :J3 on either side of 17(t). 
Let 
Let d(x, t) be the signed distance between x and 17(t) where, at x outside of Z, 
< 0 if cp(x, t , E)= 0 (liquid) 
d(x, t) > 0 if cp(x, t , E) = 1 (solid ). 
1 
r(x, t) = -d(x, t ). 
E 
(4.2) 
(4.3 ) 
We now carry out an outer expansion of cp , u and other variables in the regions outside of the transition zone; and an inner expansion 
about 17(t) . Let (d(x, t) , ~(x, t)) with d perpendicular and~= (~1 , ~2 ) E 9?. 2 tangential to 17(t) , be a local orthogonal coordinate system 
on this surface. Let x be any field of interest. The outer expansion is given by 
x(x, t , E)= Xo(d(x, t) , ~(x, t) , t) + EX,(d(x, t), ~(X, t) , t) + 0(E2 ) 
and the inner expansion, 
X(X, t , E)= Xo(r(X, t) , ~(X, t) , t) + EX1(r(x, t) , ~(X, t), t ) + 0(E2 ) 
where we note the use of the stretched variable r . The matching condition is 
x(d/E , ~ . t, E)= x(r , ~ . t , E)= X(H, ~ . t , E) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
for large r and H small. Specifically, this relation will hold when (H, ~) is in the vicinity of 170 or E, defined by (2.26), at time t. 
Differentiating, we obtain 
Xr(r, ~. t , E)= EXd(H, ~ . t , E), 
and so on. Relations ( 4.6) and ( 4.7) give 
Xo(±oo, ~ . t) = Xo(O±, ~. t) , Xlr(±oo, ~ . t) = Xod(O±, ~ . t , ) 
Xor(±oo, ~ . t) = Xorr(±oo, ~ . t) = 0 
and 
Xor(r, ~ . t) = O(E) , 
where (H, ~) is in the vicinity of 170 or E 1 at timet. 
For cp in particular, we have the equivalent of (3.18) and (3.19) or, forE = 0, 
iilo(d , ~ . t) = { 6: 
for ip0 so that 
d > O 
d < 0 
ip;(d, ~. t) = 0, i = 1, 2 .... 
4.1. Transition zone relations 
Let us now consider the inner expansions. We have 
and 
2 
V x (r , ~. t, E) = Xd(r, ~ . t , E)Vd + I>~; (r , ~. t , E)V ~;, 
i=l 
d 
r =-
E 
2 2 
.1x(r, ~ . t , E) = Xdd(r , ~ . t, E) 1Vdl2 + Xd(r , ~ . t, E).1d + L X{;(r , ~ . t , E).1~; + L X~;~; (r, ~ . t , E) IV ~;1 2 
i=l i=l 
where the orthogonality of the coordinate system (d, ~)has been used. Also 
2 
x(r , ~ . t , E)= Xd(r, ~ . t, E)d + L X{;(r , ~. t , E)f; + Xr(r, ~ . t , E) 
i=l 
where Xt is the derivative with respect to the explicit occurrence oft. We also have 
V · (hVx) = Vh · Vx + Mx . 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11 ) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
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Let x E Z be such that lx- Xo I is O(E), where Xo E E(t) . Then, for any slowly varying function! in the transition zone (i.e. not rp or u 
or their derivatives) 
f(x, t) =f(Xo , t) + O(E). (4.16) 
Thus, we have 
V d(x, t) = V d(Xo, t) + O(E) = m0 (~(Xo, t) , t) + O(E) 
L1d(x, t) = L1d(Xo, t) + O(E) = -X0 (~(Xo, t) , t) + O(E) (4.17) 
d(x, t) = d(Xo , t) + O(E) = Vo(~(Xo , t) , t) + O(E) 
where m0 (~, t), V0 (~, t) and X0 (~, t) denote respectively the unit normal to E(t), the normal velocity of E(t), directed into the liquid, 
and twice its mean curvature at XQ. The quantity Xo(~, t) is positive if the solid phase is convex at the point under consideration. We 
choose the sign convention of (4.17h so that V0 corresponds to Vx in (3.1) and (3.2). 
Note that, from (4.3), 
1 
Xd=-Xr · 
E 
Field quantities Xr are 0(1) while Xd are 0(1/E). 
To leading order, ( 4.12) becomes 
Vxo(r , ~ . t) = Xod(r, ~ . t)m0 
and (4.1 3) gives 
L1Xo(r, ~. t) = Xodd(r, ~ . t)- Xod(r, ~ . t)Xo(~, t). 
Also, (4.14) becomes 
1 
Xo(r, ~. t) = Xod(r, ~. t)Vo(~ , t) =- Xor(r , ~. t)Vo(~, t). 
E 
The tangential contributions are 0(1) and can be neglected. For x E Z, (cf (3.11 )) 
k; o h;Vur(x) = k; o h;Vur(x, s_) + k; o h;Vur(x, s_, oo) , i =I, s, 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
where the dimensionless time parameters_ (x, t , E) is the portion of the time integration for which x E Z. Thus, in the first term on the 
right of ( 4.22), x E Z while in the second, x E .'13 \ Z, specifically in the liquid phase. For the first term on the right of ( 4.22), r is used in 
vur (x, s_) whiled is used in the second term. Fori = s, the second term on the right is zero. We have x E Eo at timet - L. Referring 
to the comment after (3.13), we see that the dimensionless quantity s_ is O(E). We neglect theE dependence of s_(x, t, E) and justify this 
later. 
The dependence of field quantities on space coordinates is often omitted. However, the indicated time dependence, if (d, ~) or (r, ~) 
are omitted, is the complete time dependence, including that which occurs through (d, n. 
4.2. The order parameter relation 
Let us write (2.19)1, keeping only those terms with O(E) contributions: 
(/)rr- f'(rp)- u{JEg'(rp)- EaVo(/)r- E(/)rXo + 0(E2 ) = 0. 
Relations (4.18), (4.20) and (4.21) have been used. All quantities are understood to be evaluated at timet. 
To leading order, (4.23h becomes (cf (3.27) ) 
(/)orr- J'(rpo) = 0. 
The quantity rp0 is given by the solution of ( 4.24), subject to the boundary conditions given by the 0(1) matching relations ( 4.8 h: 
rpo(-oo, ~. t) = 0, rpo( +oo, ~ . t) = 1 
and has the explicit form given by (3.29) depending only on r. This solution obeys 
1 
rpo(O, ~ . t) = Z 
giving that r = 0 defines E(t), consistent with the choice made after (2.26). 
The O(E) term of (4.23) 1 yields (cf (3.30)) 
(/)Jrr - f" (rpo)(/)J - UofJg' (rpo) - aVo(/)or - Xo(/)or = 0, 
which leads to a relation of the form (3.32) with V0 replacing Vx. 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
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4.3. The heat equation 
The O(E) contribution of the heat equation is now considered. Let us write (2.19)2, keeping only those terms with O(E) contributions: 
L k; o (hf0u~,)r(s_) + E[ -Uor Vo + yg' (rpo)fPor Vol+ 0(E2) = 0. (4.28) 
i=l ,s 
We have multiplied (2.19)2 by E2 in writing this equation. Relations (4.18), (4.20) and (4.21) have been used. The hf0 are functions of 
rp~(s) = rp~(r(x , t- s)). Quantities that are not part of the convolution integrals are understood to be evaluated at timet. We have 
k; o (hf0 u~,),(s_) = f- k;(s)(hf0u~,),(s)ds 
= ~~s- k;(t- s)(h;oUor ),(s)ds, i = I, s. 
It is assumed as before that k;(s), i = I, s does not vary greatly over the period from s = 0 to L. Let us put 
v; = h;u,, i = I, s 
giving 
V;o = h;oUo, , V;1 = h;oU!r + h;1Uor i =I, S. 
Now, from (4.21) and (4.18), we have 
since 
. Vo(t) 
v;0 (s) = --v;0,(s), s E [t- s_, t] , i =I, s, 
E 
V0(s) = V0(t) + (s- t)V0(t) = V0(t) + O(E) 
because V0 (~, t) is independent ofr and therefore of 0(1) by (4.14). Using (4.32), we see that 
i
t k;(t- s)v;0,(s)ds = _E_it k;(t- s)v;o(s)ds 
t-s- Vo(t) t-s-
E E it 
= Vo(t) [k;(O)v;o(t)- k;(s_)v;0(t- s_)] + Vo(t) t-s_ k;(t- s)v;0(s)ds 
E E E/C;(O) it 
= --k;(O)[v;0(t)- v;0(t- s_)]- --II;(O)s_v;0(t- s_) + -- v;o(s)ds, Vo(t) Vo(t) Vo(t) t-s_ 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
(4.31) 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
i= l,s. (4.34) 
From (4.9h . it follows that, since (r, ~)is on Eo at timet- s_ then v;0(r , ~. t- s_) is O(E) and can be neglected, while v;0(t) is 0(1) . Thus, 
the first term is O(E) and others, explicitly shown, are higher order, since 
~~s_ V;o(s)ds = O(s_) = O(E) 
so that the last integral of (4.34) is O(E2). The previous term is 0(E3 ) because of the factors_. Thus, the O(E) terms of (4.28) give 
(k,(O)hiO(t) + ks(O)hso(t))uo,(t)- Uo,(t)VJ(t) + yg' (rpo(t))rpo,(t)VJ(t) = 0. 
Integrating with respect to the variable rover :R. and using (4.8)1 gives 
(VJ - V52)u(oo, ~. t) - (VJ - V12)u( -oo, ~ . t) + (V52 - V12)ua = VJy , 
Ua(~, t) =I: hsor(fPo(r'))uo(r', ~ . t)dr' . 
We adopt the notation corresponding to (3.45): 
[uol± = uo(oo , ~. t) ± uo(-oo, ~. t) = iio(O+, ~ . t) ± iio(O- , ~ . t) = [iioJ±. 
(4.35) 
(4.36) 
(4.37) 
(4.38) 
The discussion from (3.46) to (3.64) also applies here, with V0 replacing Vx. The quantity Ua in (4.37) is given by (3.56) with u0(±oo) = 
u0(±oo, y , z) replaced by u0(±oo, ~ . t). Relation ( 4.37)1 can be written as 
- VJy [uol- = [uol- = 2 2 , Vo = Vo(~, t) V0 - V1 
(4.39) 
which is equivalent to (3.59) in this more general context. Again, we must have y = y(V0) or at least y = y(V0) where V0 (~ , t) = 
(V0 (~, t) , V01 (~ , t) , V02 (~ , t)), the quantities V01 , V02 being the velocities in the directions t 1• t2 on E(t) . This is because y must go to zero 
at least logarithmically in (VJ - V/). (VJ - V52) as V0 --+ V1, V5 respectively, to avoid a divergence in [ii0], as observed after (3.63). 
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We now consider 0(E2 ) terms. Let us apply (4.15) to the product h;Vu, i = I, s. From (4.12), (4.13), (4.17) we have 
E2 i~'- k;(t- s) v h;(s) · Vu(s)ds = i~'- k;(t - s) [ h;,(s)u, (s) IV dl 2 + E2 t, h;~ju~/s) IV ~X] ds , 
E 2 i~'- k;(t- s)h;(s)L1u(s)ds = i~'- k;(t- s)h;(s) [ Urr(s) IV dl 2 
+ Eu,(s)L1d + E2 P, u~/s)L1~j + E2 P, u~;~/s) 1v ~x J ds , i = l,s. 
Because of the integration over (t- s_ , t), the tangential terms are 0(E3) and may be neglected. We write 
1Vdl2 = lmo + EVd1l2 = 1 + 2Emo · Vd1 + 0(E2 ) 
giving 
1 
Vd1(x, t) = -(Vd(x, t)- m0 (~ . t)) = 0(1) , 
E 
E 2 i~'- k;(t- s)Vh;(s) · Vu(s)ds = i~'- k;(t- s)[h;0,(s)u0,(s) + E(h;0,(s)u1,(s) + hilr(s)ua,(s) 
+2h;or(S)Uor(s)mo · Vd1) + 0(E2 )]ds, 
E 2 i~'- k;(t- s)h;(s)L1u0 (s)ds = i~'- k;(t- s)[h;0 (s)u0rr(s) + E(h;0 (s)u1rr(s) + hil (s)Uorr(s) 
+2h;o(s)uorr(s)m0 (s) · Vd1(s)- JC0 (s)h;o(s)u0,(s)) + 0(E2)]ds, i =I, s. 
19 
(4.40) 
(4.41) 
(4.42) 
The effect of a small corrections_ --+ s_ + E7J, TJ = O(E), in the integrals on the left would be the integrand evaluated at t - s_ 
multiplied by TJE, which is negligible to 0(E2 ) (see ( 4.9)). 
Using (4.14) and (4.18), we write 
d ~ . U(r, ~. t, E)= -u,(r , ~. t, E)+ L.., U~;(r , ~. t, E)~;+ Ut(r, ~. t, E) 
E i=l 
d ~ . 
v;(r, ~ . t, E) = -v;,(r, ~. t , E)+ L.., v;~/r . ~. t , E)~i + V;t(r , ~ . t, E) , 
E j=l 
i = l, s. 
Noting that, from ( 4.30) and ( 4.31 h. we have 
. Vo(t) 8(t) 1 2 1 
u1(r, ~. t) = --UJr(r, ~. t) + -Uor(r, ~. t) +- L:uo~;(r, ~. t)Vo; + -Uot(r, ~. t) 
E E E i=l E 
. V0 (t) 8(t) 1 2 1 
v;1 (r, ~. t) = --v;1,(r, ~. t) + -V;o,(r, ~. t) +- L V;o~i(r, ~. t)Voj + -V;at(r, ~. t) 
E E E j=l E 
1 . 
8(t) = -(d(x, t)- V0 (~. t)) = 0(1), 
E 
Voj = ti j = 1, 2, 
(4.43) 
(4.44) 
where ( 4.17h has been used. The quantities V0;(~. t), i = 1, 2 were introduced after ( 4.39). We have neglected the variation with x in the 
vicinity ofXo of 8(x, t), t1 (x, t), t2 (x, t), by virtue of ( 4.16). 
The 0(E2) contribution to relation (2.19h multiplied by E2 , or the 0(1) terms, without this factor E2 , has the form 
2 { k (0) k'(O) it 
UJrVo + Uor8 + L Uo~Yo; + Uot = y[g(rp)h + L --' -V;o(t- s_) + -'- V;o(s)ds 
i=l i=l,s EVo(t) Vo(t)E t-s_ 
k;(O) it [ ( 1 1 ) . J 2k;(O) it + -- v;1,(s) + --- -- v;0 (s) ds + --m0 (t) · Vd1 (t) v;0,(s)ds E t - s_ Vo(s) Vo(t) E t-s_ 
JC0 (t)k;(O) it } 1"" 
- E t-s_ v;0 (s)ds + '- k1 (s)L1u~(s)ds (4.45) 
where (4.31). (4.42) and (4.44h have been used and [g(rp)h is the 0(E2 ) term in E2g(rp). The two terms on the second line are from (4.34)2, 
neglected as higher order in that context. A third term from (4.34) has been neglected as O(E) in the context of (4.45). The second term on 
the third line is the 0(E2) correction arising from the use of (4.33) on the right of (4.34h . To lowest order, this becomes 
it ( 1 1 ) ~ (t) [t --- -- v;0 (s)ds = +- (t- s)v;0 (s)ds t-s_ Vo(s) Va(t) V0 (t) t-s_ 
Vo(t) [ [t J 
= - 2- -s_ v;o(t- s_) + v;0 (s)ds . V0 (t) t-s_ 
(4.46) 
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The quantities Xo (s) and m0 (s) · V d1 (s) have been removed from the integration by the same argument as used in ( 4.33). We have 
i t v;0 (s)ds = _E_[h;0 (t)uo (t)- h;o(t- s_)uo (t- s_)]- /;(r , t) , t-s_ Vo(t) i = l, s (4.47 ) 
by virtue of ( 4.31 )1 and ( 4.32), where 
l; (r , t ) = ~~'- h;or (s)uo(s)ds . (4.48 ) 
Also 
it v;o,(s)ds = _E_[v;0 (t ) - v ;0 (t- s_) ], t-s_ Va (t ) i = l , s, (4.49) 
which follows from (4.32). Using (4.44)2 , we see that 
i t E it . 8(t)E it . E 
2 it V;Jr(s)ds = -- v;1 (s)ds- ---2 v;0 (s)ds- ---2 L V01 (t) (h;0 (s)u0 (s)) ( ds 
t-s- Vo(t) t-s_ (Vo(t)) t-s- (Vo(t)) J=l t-s_ 1 
E it 1 2 it 
- ---2 (h;o(s)u0 (s))(dS + -- L V01 (t) (h;0,(s)u0 (s) )(ds CVo(t)) t-s_ Va(t) J=l t-s- 1 
1 it + -- (h;or(s)uo(s))tds, 
Vo(t ) t-s_ i = l, s (4.50) 
where (4.32) has been repeatedly used, along with partial integrations. Also, the dot on the final bracket in some terms implies the full 
time derivative of the quantity in brackets. The removal of V0 , V0; and 8 from the integrations is justified on the basis of ( 4.33 ). 
The quantities u0, (t - s_) and v;0 (t - s_) which arise in ( 4.45 ). ( 4.47), ( 4.49) and ( 4.50) can be neglected by virtue of ( 4.9). The same 
applies to Uor(t) and v;0 (t) at large lrl . 
We now take the difference of (4.45) at r = ±oo. The quantities u0(t- s_) , uo{;(t- s_) , i = 1, 2, are not negligible but cancel on 
taking this difference, because they are independent of r by virtue of the definition of s_ as introduced in (4.22). These quantities are 
evaluated at the liquid boundary of Z , a fixed perpendicular distance r _ from 1: (t). Thus, if we choose two positions x1 and x2 on the same 
perpendicular to 1: (t) then r (x1, t ) = r1, r(x2 , t ) = r2 are two different values of r. However, 
r(x1, t- s_(x1, t) ) = r(x2 , t- s_(x2 , t ) ) = r_. (4.51) 
TheE dependence of s_ is omitted by virtue of the arguments after (4.42). The same argument in fact applies to u0, (t- s_), though this 
is in any case negligible. 
Noting (4.3) and (4.17)3, we see that ( 4.21) means that, to leading order, we can neglect all time dependence except that which occurs 
through r(x, t ). Thus, we can change variables from s tor in (4.48), observing that, from (4.17)3 , ds = Edr jV0 , while, as observed above, 
t - s_ corresponds to r -·Thus, 
/;(r , t) = !_ f' h;0, (r' )u0 (r', ~ . t)dr', Vo ,_ i = l , s (4.52) 
where the fact that q;0 and therefore h;o depends only on r has been incorporated. Recalling the observation after ( 4.6), we see that r _ is a 
large negative quantity, which to leading order, can be replaced by -oo. Therefore,/; ( -oo, t) is negligible and 
E 
/ 5 (00, t) = -U0 (~ , t ), Vo J, (oo , t) = -/5 (00 , t ) (4.53 ) 
where Ua is defined by ( 4.37)2 and given by the generalization of (3.56) to the present context (see after ( 4.38)). Similar observations apply 
to the last two terms of ( 4.50). 
The integral term over points outside of Z is neglected on the grounds that [LI ii~] will be non-zero only for a portion of the integration 
of orders_ orE, as argued in relation to (3.71). 
Recalling (4.8), we obtain, putting [iio{;l = [iiok and [iiotl = [iiolt. 
(V~- V52)UJr(oo)- (V~- V12)UJr (-oo) = (V~- V52)iiod(O+)- (V~ - V12)iiod(O-) 
= (V~- V~)[u1rl-- v_: [u lr l+ = (V~- V~)[iiodl- - v_: [iiod] + 
= :
0 
{ - (V~ + V/ ) (t, VoJ[iiohr + [iiol t-) + C1[u0]_} (4.54) 
noting that the quantities involving q; vanish. The first three relations provide different forms of the same expression. The quantities V~ . 
~2 are given by (3.44) and (3.59h respectively, while c1 is defined by 
C1 = (1 - j)C5 + ]C, 
, (Vo ) C; = k;(O) + k;(O) Vo - VoXo , i= l, s. (4.55) 
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Note the extra term proportional to V0 (t) which does not occur in the steady-state case as given by (3.74) at s = 0. Also 
1 C; Voy(Vo) 
Vo C;[uoJ- = (VJ- V/) 
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(4.56) 
by virtue of (4.39). All quantities in (4.54) are evaluated at(~ , t) where~ is the local tangential coordinate system with origin x0 . For a 
solidification process, it is understood that V0 is positive. 
Comparing with (3.75), we see that the first term on the left is not necessarily negligible.lfhowever, V0;/V0 , i = 1, 2 and [iiolt- / Vo are 
small or if [iioh-, i = 1, 2, [iiolr- / Vo are small then this term may be neglected. 
The relations (3.78)- (3.81) can readily be adapted to the present, more general context. The discussion on the power behaviour of 
y (V), [ii0 ]_ etc. following these relations also applies in this more general case. We refer to a detailed discussion of this topic in ([ 1], end 
of Subsection 6.1 ). 
By reversing the sign ofV0 and X 0 , relations ( 4.39) and ( 4.54) apply also to the liquefaction case as discussed and the end of Section 3.2. 
This applies also to the extra terms not included in the earlier discussion. 
4.4. Outside of the transition zone 
The outer expansions are relevant for purposes of matching the inner expansions. They need not be introduced when considering (2.19) 
outside of Z. Indeed, we see from ( 4.10) and ( 4.11) that the rp dependence drops out completely. 
In the ablating, liquid phase, we have the property that ifx E :.Bp at timet, it has this property at all earlier times.6 Thus, the relevant 
equation (cf (3.82)) 
il(x, t) = k o L1u1 (x), x E :.Bp (4.57) 
is well-defined. The situation is more complicated when x E :.Ba. Let us assume that x E 27 (t- r(x, t)) , where the surface 27 is defined 
after (2.26). Thus, the reference interface passed over x at a timet- r . Starting from (2.21), the developments from (3.93)-(3.104) can be 
generalized. just as ( 3.98)2 corresponds to the leading term in ( 3.35 ), the analogous term here corresponds to the expression on the left of 
( 4.34), without the differentiation with respect tor. We obtain 
q(x, t) = -k5 o Vu1 (x, r(x, t))- k1 o Vu1(x, r(x, t) , oo)- k;(r(x, t))Vr(x, t)(u1 (x, r_(x, t))- u1(x, r+(x, t))) (4.58) 
where r_ (x, t) is the limits ~ r (x, t) from below and r+(x, t) is this limit from above. We take 27(t - r) as the surface of discontinuity 
of u, after the developments just referred to, which determine the final term on the right of ( 4.58). In other words, the transition zone 
structure is neglected in the final equations. The quantity k1 is defined by (3.101 )2. Also 
- V · q(x, t ) = il(x, t ) = k5 o Llu1(x, r(x, t) ) + k1 o Llu1(x, r(x, t ), oo) + j (x, t) (4.59) 
with 
j (x, t) = (k; (r) 1Vr l2 + k1(r )Llr)(u1(x, r_(x, t) ) - u1(x, r+(x, t ))) 
+ Vr(x, t ) · (k5(r)Vu1 (x, s)ls=r-{x,t) - k,(r)Vu1(X, s) ls=r+(x,t)) , (4.60) 
where, as in (3.107), we have neglected terms involving Vu1 (x, r±(x, t )), where r±(X, t) is included in the differentiation, since varying x 
in these quantities will give u1 at nearly equal positions on the surface 27 (t - r) of constant rp . By virtue of the straightforward adaption 
of (3.53) to the general case, u1 will vary negligibly over this surface. 
We can writej evaluated at (x_ , r(x, t)) and (x+ , r(x, t)) where (x+, r) is on the same side of the discontinuity as (x,r+)· Similarly 
for x_ and L. Thenj can be expressed in terms of [iio] given by ( 4.39) evaluated at time t - r . 
Relation ( 4.59) is the form of the heat equation in the solid zone. Note that u1 (x, s' ), s' > r which occurs in the second term on the 
right of ( 4.59), is in fact the field variable in the liquid zone, given as a solution of ( 4.57), at time (t - r (x, t )) or earlier. This interrelated 
system of integra-partial differential equations ( 4.57) and ( 4.59) must be subject to suitable initial and boundary conditions. 
These equations are mainly of interest in situations where information on the shape and evolution of the transition zone is supplied. 
They correspond to the classical Stefan problem, which is known to be very difficult to tackle if Z is not given but has to be deduced. For 
the above equations, this difficulty would no doubt be very much greater. 
This was a major motivation for the development of the phase field approach. If information on Z must be deduced, the only practical 
approach is a (no doubt) numerical solution of the system (2.19), where the transition zone is assigned a finite width. 
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